
Glossary of the terms of the energetic world

— A —

aura — 1) energetic body; 2) energy of non-material world

atoms — one of the types of polysyllabic vortex flows, which are in energy exchange with each other (all
structures of the Universe are polysyllabic vortex energy flows interacting with each other; absolutely all
structures are polysyllabic)

— B —

Black Holes — Worlds Absorbing Energy

“Body” of the Universe — intergalactic gas

— C —

chroma — the general color of aura

clouds — the volume of liquid (material world) evaporated from different environments (water, plants, soil,
animals, human society), where the liquid contains energy information about the areas from which it came
out (energetic world)

color (energetic color) — the frequency range of time

consciousness — the range of vibrations of the aura of each structure)

— D —

dematerialization — 1) changing the areas of forced sprouting of the reliefs of the body shape; 2) TABOO
TIME

a dream — an energy exchange in the non-material world of the aura of a body (person) in a point-like
material section of the space of a planet during a material passage through its galactic route through spectral
currents

— E —

energy transfer membrane — energy exchange, carried out in the form of filtration ranges of Time

energy world — consists of the Spectral Space of Infinity (the spectra that carry out energy exchange)

energetic body — see: aura

energy exchange — pulsation by the spectra of Time (as a color music)

energetic sphere — see: energetic color

event space — a portion of the time of flight of the planet in the galaxy

an event — one of the rigidly fastened links of an endless “chain”; in science — a four-dimensional point
(spatial point, stretched in time into a thread)

events on Earth — events on Earth, including the thoughts of people, are subject to the conditions of the
state of the Sun and interplanetary states

— F —



filter — energy transfer membrane that exists in the material and energy world

iltering — re-emission by the aura of the body of the energy received in accordance with the form of energy
exchange at the moment in the given place

the form of material objects — the materialized state of the energy world

— G —

galactic matter — 1) the basis of the information of the events of the space span of the Solar System in the
Galaxy (material world); 2) energy-informational volume left by already past stars (energetic world)

Heliopathogenic Radiations —  1) the range of the aura of the body of the Sun, consisting of 7 energy
colors; 2) solar information changes

Geopathogenic Radiations — 1) the state of the energy (living) volume of the aura of the body of the Earth;
2) part of the aura body range of the Sun, consisting of 7 energy colors; 3) planetary information changes

geopathogenic “zones” — planar sections of volume regions of Geopathogenic Radiations, determined by
the biolocation operator

geopathogenic areas — volumetric “breathing” spheres of the Earth (material world) affecting the energy
structure of natural connections

gravitational state of the planet — the range of the safe state of integrity, due to the speed of the planet’s
flight in the Galaxy (250 km/s)

— H —

human consciousness — the  highest  range  of  Geopathogenic  Radiations  as  the  incredibly fast  pulsing
condensed spaces of Time flows (energy world)

human thoughts — the materialized energy of Geopathogenic Radiation flows, which consist of isolated
complex formations of a cylinder of human events

— I —

Infinity — the multidimensionality of Time; Space of Time

— J —

— K —

— L —

The Law of Conservation of Energy — a universal law of the Universe, eliminating the absence of Time
and tightly controlling the movement of energy in spectral spaces

The law of the Territories — at a certain time, some types of sections of space expand their territory of
influence, others — narrow (with the transfer of various types of energy)

layer — energy level, range

level — energy layer, range

— M —



materialization — 1) forced germination of the relief form of the body; 2) Time Resolution

material structures — the materialization of the vortex flows of the energetic world

the material world — the compaction of Time in the flow of spectra (material space) or in the twisted
spheroids of the energy world (material bodies)

measurements (dimension) — the energy state, which has the speed and density of Time; consists of levels;
to describe the dimensions (measurements) in modern science uses the coordinate method

microbe —  the materialization (in the form of a micro-object) of the time frequencies of the Sun in the
frequency of the Earth

molecules — materialized vortex formations of energy flows at the molecular level

— N —

The “niche” method — a way of presenting in a system of understanding that is more or less close to any of
the perceptual systems accepted by people. The “niche” method was created by natural laws, and its action in
the social environment is limited by the lifetime of each period (the energetics of the span of the planet in the
Galaxy)

natural forces of the planet — possess protective energy (geopathogenic space), destroying or changing
species that have gone beyond the boundaries of their territory

— O —

— P —

perception (material world) — an instant set of identification points only in a certain (“allowed”) field of
understanding

particles — materialized vortex formations of energy flows at the sub-electron level

a person — a body + consciousness, where the body is the materialized state of seals of Geopathogenic
Radiations, and consciousness is the highest range of Geopathogenic Radiations

planet — the materialized state of the energy volume, consisting of 7 spectral energy spheres, each of which
has its own range of energy colors and the shape of the surface line of the material world

— Q —

— R —

range — a set of frequencies of energy bonds, characterizing this structure and distinguishing it from others

randomness — the highlighted portion of the darkened Space

the regularity of events — the regularity of events (of the material world) is due to the density of the
spectral flows of the Universe’s energy world in the Galaxy, which excludes randomness

rhythm — the energy of non-material space, manifested as a spiral “repetition” of the material world (orbital
movement, breathing, etc.)

— S —

seals of the spectral currents of time — the material world

similarity — occurs when the density and speed of one spectrum lead to the same frequency as that of the
spectrum with other speed and density

sleep — 1) the state of multidimensionality in the time interval where Geopathogenic Radiations are clearly



materializing:  “lines-signals” from different  times of different spaces twisted into a whirlwind of tightly
divided volume; 2) “television” (remote) communication session with spaces, where the sleeping one is the
participant of the event itself (analogy of the virtual space);  3) sleep is possible if the energy range of the
aura of the human body corresponds to the energy range of the span of the planet in the Galaxy (see the
gravitational state of the planet)

Space — consists of a set of flows of Time (vortex formations that create a spectrum). The flow of time
completely fill the space

Spectral Space of Infinity — consists of tightly coupled to each other spectra of Time currents, where each
spectrum has a different geometry of the cross section and the bends of directivity

spectrum — 1) the energy of the vortex states of intangible time, connecting the various volumes of the
space of Infinity in the considered part of the galactic space;  2) the spectrum has a density, speed, a set of
frequencies

— T —

thought formation — has its own cycle in time, manifested sometimes by a single (in different places), then
by a mass (in certain areas of the Earth) coincidence

Time — an energy “multilayer” (multidimensional) energy flow, each layer (dimension) of which has its
own energy state: it has its own ranges for both the Universe and each of its objects

times — time ranges related to different structures (man, planet, galaxy, universe, ...)

— U —

The Universe — the space of Time, where the objects of the Universe and its “body” are material, and Time
is immaterial

— V —

vortex formations — exist forever in Infinity, where their variations are strictly designed

— W —

weather (material world) — the volume of the energy states of the Geopathogenic Radiations of the energy
space of different material environments of the planet in different periods of the year

— X —

— Y —

— Z —

events on Earth — events on Earth, including the thoughts of people, are subject to the conditions of the
state of the Sun and interplanetary states


